Make the right connection every time—in a lot less time.

Rain Bird® has put together a simple-to-install system that centers around Easy Fit Compression Fittings. As the picture illustrates, fittings are compatible with any manufacturer’s 1/2” tubing, where the outside diameter (O.D.) ranges from .630” to .710” (16 mm to 18 mm). Additionally, almost 50% less force is required to help speed installations.

See how the Rain Bird Easy Fit Compression System simplifies the installation process.

Select an Easy Fit Compression Fitting—either a coupling, an elbow or a tee.

Select the Easy Fit Compression Adapter to connect the fitting to any 1/2” (12,7 mm) or 3/4” (19,05 mm) male or female-threaded component (for example, a threaded PVC riser).

After selecting the right Easy Fit Compression System components, simply assemble the two using little effort.

Easily insert any manufacturer’s drip tubing from .630” to .710” O.D. (16 mm to 18 mm) into the fitting and connect onto the assembled component. Simple. Fast. Done.

See how the Rain Bird Easy Fit Compression System simplifies the installation process.
Many reliable connections, requiring so little inventory. That’s the primary advantage of the Rain Bird® Easy Fit Compression System. How many connections? At last count, over 160.

How little inventory? The Rain Bird® Easy Fit Compression System — consisting of coupling, elbow and tee fittings, as well as a few 1/2" and 3/4" male- and female-threaded adapters — replaces all of these parts.

Countless parts that up to now consumed a lot of shelf space, required sorting, had to be inventoried, had to be transported from one job site to the next, are now eliminated.

Nobody else in the industry offers a faster, more convenient way to make a lot more drip irrigation connections in a lot less time. And the big news is that over 160 of these connections can be made using fewer parts. The bottom line is that with Rain Bird’s Easy Fit System, flexibility is maximized to accommodate countless installation situations, while parts inventory is minimized.

Distributors
■ a dramatically reduced number of SKUs frees up shelf space, which creates additional opportunities to stock other products and generate sales
■ far fewer parts simplify the selection process which saves time when assisting customers

Contractors
■ system flexibility easily makes over 160 connections, saving installation time
■ purchase far fewer parts to create a lot more connections frees up cash flow
■ easier installations with adapters that swivel after inserted into fittings

Specifiers
■ fewer parts and system flexibility streamline the design process
■ Easy Fit System assures the right connections are made time after time

Once again, Rain Bird leads the way with its Easy Fit Compression System — a system that delivers numerous time- and money-saving advantages:
■ save time and effort — 50% less force is required to connect tubing and fittings
■ compression fittings house a Buna™ seal to ensure long-term, leak-free connections
■ both fittings and adapters are made of durable, UV-resistant plastic

Renewable Flush Cap
■ Flush end of line
■ Temporarily cap off line for later expansion

Distributors
■ a dramatically reduced number of SKUs frees up shelf space, which creates additional opportunities to stock other products and generate sales
■ far fewer parts simplify the selection process which saves time when assisting customers

Contractors
■ system flexibility easily makes over 160 connections, saving installation time
■ purchase far fewer parts to create a lot more connections frees up cash flow
■ easier installations with adapters that swivel after inserted into fittings

Specifiers
■ fewer parts and system flexibility streamline the design process
■ Easy Fit System assures the right connections are made time after time

With so much to do and with so little time, you need some space. Connect with the Rain Bird® Easy Fit Compression System, and you’ll have all the room you need to reduce inventory, save time and generate more profit.

Rain Bird® Easy Fit Compression System Components

Easy Fit Compression Fittings accept any manufacturer’s O.D. tubing from .630” to .710” (16 mm to 18 mm).

Easy Fit Coupling MDCFCOUP

Easy Fit Elbow MDCFEL

Easy Fit Tee MDCFTEE

Easy Fit 1/2” (12.7 mm) MPT Adapter MDCF50MPT

Easy Fit 3/4” (19.05 mm) FHT Adapter MPCF75FHT

Easy Fit 3/4” (19.05 mm) MPT Adapter MDCF75MPT

Easy Fit 1/2” (12.7 mm) FPT Adapter MDCF50FPT

Easy Fit 3/4” (19.05 mm) FPT Adapter MDCF75FPT

Male- and female-threaded Easy Fit Compression Adapters quickly and efficiently connect the fitting/tubing assembly onto pipes, hose and other threaded components.

Easy Fit 3/4” (19.05 mm) MPT Adapter MDCF75MPT

Easy Fit 3/4” (19.05 mm) FPT Adapter MDCF75FPT